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Opening double page spread: Left: Pero Salva, one
of Yuvacalı’s homestay hosts. Right: Fat-tailed Anatolian
sheep are a common sight upon the stark plateau

A

fter night has fallen, the sacred fish ponds of Sanlıurfa
are smooth black mirrors reflecting the backlit Ottoman
arches of Rızvaniye Mosque. The effect is only distorted
by the occasional ripple trembling across the surface as
one of the fat, silky carps that inhabit the pond patrol
the depths below. During the day, these pampered pets of the city
gorge themselves on offerings from visiting pilgrims. Their wide, ugly
mouths rise to the edge of the pool, in a wrestling match of bellyflopping bodies, as an all-you-can-eat buffet of fish pellets rains down
into the water. To believers, the carp here aren’t any old fish. These
are the lumps of coal from the funeral pyre of King Nimrod, built in
an attempt to kill the Prophet Abraham. Miraculously transformed by
God into fish, as the fire was turned into water, they spend their lives
as divine beasts revered by all.
Turkey’s southeast Anatolia region is a place alive with sacred
myth and legend and the ancient city of Sanlıurfa is the birthplace of
monotheism’s most important story. Traditionally known as the biblical
town of Ur (a title also contended by the Tell al-Muqayyar ruins in
Iraq), this is where many Jews, Christians and Muslims believe that
the Prophet Abraham was born and where he struck the first blow for
monotheism’s future by challenging the pagan beliefs of King Nimrod
and his subjects.
Earlier on the day of my visit, Ömer Tanık explained how the city’s
reverence among pilgrims had, over the years, fostered an ingrained
philosophy of hospitality among the locals here. “We didn’t look at the
people who came here as paying guests,” he said. “Before there were
hotels in Sanlıurfa, people would approach visitors at the fish ponds
to come stay in their houses for the night.” Today the spirit of this
hospitality lives on in the surrounding hinterland.
We drove out of the city, passing the sprawl of concrete-cube
apartment buildings on the suburban outskirts, into a rolling, raw, rockpitted plateau. Turning off the main highway, the road was blocked by
fat-tailed Anatolian sheep idly waddling across the tarmac. The tiny
Kurdish village of Yuvacalı would look like any other rural hamlet in
eastern Turkey except for the pimple-like protrusion of the hill it is
built around, poking dramatically out of the land. “It’s a settlement
mound,” Ömer’s wife, Alison told me. “A man-made hill, produced by
layer upon layer of civilisation settling here causing the hill to rise up
as they built directly on top of each other.”

In 2009 Ömer and Alison pioneered a tourism endeavour here
which offers travellers an experience of rural Anatolian life in village
homestay accommodation. The initial experiment began in Ömer’s
birthplace, Yuvacalı, but has now spread to other villages in the area.
In 2011 the Tanıks joined up with the Abraham Path Initiative to
create a trekking route through southeast Anatolia connected by these
homestays. Encompassing the ancient villages of this region, this trail
is a journey into a corner of Turkey long ignored by tourism. It is also
a glimpse into a culture of natural hospitality which is rarely seen in
modern-day life.
Yuvacalı smells of freshly ploughed earth and livestock. Its squat
one-storey buildings are a mix of recent concrete box additions and
much older mud-brick dwellings with walls that slouch and sag into
the land. Pero Salva’s front yard was a hive of activity as we pulled up.
Chickens perched on the crooked wooden fence heralded our noisy
arrival. Sheep bleated somewhere nearby. I was ushered inside to the
reception room where the walls were painted the same cheery lilac
colour that many Kurds have adopted as a uniform shade for their
headscarves. Pero’s husband Halil poured strong tea into tiny tulipshaped glasses as we sat on the floor.
Typical of many of the Kurdish settlements in this area, Yuvacalı’s
villagers survive mostly on subsistence farming. When Alison and
Ömer first moved here from Istanbul, they did a door-to-door poll of
villagers to find out what the major problems were and how they could
help. “Among adults here there is 50% illiteracy,” Alison told me, “and
only half are fluent in Turkish. Their native Kurdish dialects are the
language spoken at home.” This of course has a knock-on effect with
the younger generation, who then don’t learn Turkish until they enter
the school system and are, by then, struggling to catch up with their
peers.

Left: For village children, tourists here are still a rare sight and
visitors are greeted with excitement and curiosity. Middle: Southeast Anatolia’s raw landscapes of rolling hills and stark plateau are
a hiking paradise. Right: Yuvacalı’s settlement mound protrudes
prominently out of the flat, surrounding countryside
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They discovered that in every single village household the income
was under USD1 per day, per person. Tourism could help to combat this
poverty chain. “The two homestays in the village provide employment
for eight families,” Alison said. In a place as rural and conservative
as Yuvacalı, though, bringing tourism into the mix can be a difficult
balance to get right. “We don’t want to destroy the fabric of the village,”
she said. Kurdish culture is conservative but not particularly because of
Islam. Their values stem from living in close proximity to each other. “It
comes from lots and lots of people occupying a very small space, trying
to get on and being respectful of that fact.” She explained. Guests at
the homestays are expected to be modestly dressed. Women visitors
must wear an ankle-length skirt, men must wear long trousers; alcohol
is not allowed.
Kurds make up the largest minority in Turkey, numbering about 14
million, and live mainly in the southeast of the country. It was only after
the regional upheavals of the early 20th century that Yuvacalı became

a solely Kurdish village. Before then local oral history tells of a vibrant
community of Kurds, Armenians, and Jews all living here together.
The settlement mound points back to an even earlier history. Today
Yuvacalı may seem like a remote, inconsequential outpost, but in the
empire-building days of earlier civilisations it was positioned directly on
an important crossroads.
This entire region of southeast Anatolia was the crux of territorial
conflicts and commerce, between Hittites, Assyrians, Achaemenid
Persians and Seleucid Greeks, Romans and Sassanians, and, later
on, Byzantines, Arab conquerors, Crusaders, and Ottomans. Yuvacalı’s
settlement mound is thought to be at least 10,000 years old. Although
the mound has never been excavated, surface finds of cuneiform tablets,
pieces of flint and mosaic have indicated to visiting archaeologists that
the mound here dates back to at least the 8th millennium BC. It is
entirely plausible that it could be a lot older.
Ömer drove me out to the village of Sogmatar, which sits in a dip
between two hills. The houses were half built from stone taken from
ancient shrines and sprouted satellite dishes out of flat metal roofs held
down by pieces of brick. We scrambled up the flank of one of the hills
just as the sun burst down upon the landscape silhouetting a shepherd
on horseback upon the opposite hill, surrounded by his flock. The rock
surface of the peak was covered in elaborate Assyrian script.
This page: Top: Reminders of this region’s history as an
important crossroads of empires lay scattered across the
landscape, such as these rocks carved with ancient script.
Bottom: Ömer Tanık walking along the Abraham Path. The
hiking route utilises the shepherding and farming trails that local
villages have used for centuries. Opposite page: Top: A local
shepherd and his flock create an Anatolian version of a trafficjam. Bottom left: Enjoying local produce from the orchard.
Bottom right: Freshly picked pomegranate.

We hiked over to the opposite peak where a half collapsed circular
temple dedicated to Venus was a reminder of the religion of celestial
worship common in the area before the Prophet Abraham. Today
Sogmatar is made up mostly of Arab nomads who settled here in
the 1980s, but it was once an important centre of cult sacrifice,
where every moment of life was directed by the movements in the
sky. Although an official tourist signpost at the entrance to the village
briefly explains Sogmatar’s significance, this ancient site, like most in
this region, is half-forgotten and completely bypassed by mainstream
tourism. A donkey tethered to a tree kept up a constant mournful
braying. A dank, musty cave on the edge of the settlement still hosted
the clear outlines of life-sized idols in eroded niches, which had been
abandoned as monotheism crept over the land.
This hike formed a small section of the new Turkish Abraham Path
which, when walked fully, is a 170km, 10-day trek through the region.
The Abraham Path itself is a bold attempt to connect a series of walking
trails throughout the Middle East that trace the journey of the Prophet
Abraham from Turkey, south to Israel and the Palestinian Territories.
But this trek is not supposed to simply be a religious pilgrimage. It’s
also a journey into our beginnings. In human history, this part of
modern-day Turkey is not only the birthplace of monotheism but also
the ground where we took our first shaky toddler steps to civilisation.
Locked between the Euphrates and Tigris Rivers, this stretch of land
makes up the northwest region of ancient Mesopotamia. It was across
this countryside that mankind first discarded the hunter-gatherer
lifestyle for settlement.
The conversion of belief systems from a sky-worshipping culture
to faith in one god was a slow process that is said to have begun with
Abraham on his journey from Ur. Instead of attempting to exactly mirror
a journey, about which both believers and non-believers could spend
forever debating reality, today’s Abraham Path instead attempts to
forge a trail highlighting the different stages of our common humanity.
“It’s not a political path. It’s not a religious path. It’s a cultural path,
fundamentally a human path.” William Ury, one of the founders of
the Abraham Path, told me. Passing through ancient, half-forgotten
temple sites and worship centres such as Sogmatar offers walkers a
chance to connect not only with modern-day village life, but also with
the greater history of our own joint humanity.
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This page: Top: Learning how to make lava (Turkish flatbread)
over a traditional sac oven at the homestay. Bottom: Flavourful
feasts of colourful local produce are laid out ready to devour at
homestay meals. Opposite page: Top: Rural life here means that
everyone pitches in to help with the agricultural chores. Bottom
left: Baklava bakers hard at work in the city of anlıurfa. Bottom
right: Cotton-farmers on their way back from the fields, along the
Abraham Path.
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FACTS
TREKKING TURKEY’S ABRAHAM
PATH
Turkey’s Abraham Path route stretches
for 170km through southeast Anatolia,
beginning in the village of Yuvacalı (60km
from the city of Sanlıurfa) and ending in
Harran. Walking the entire path takes 10
days but those with less time can choose
to walk shorter sections of the trail.
All Abraham Path walking itineraries must
be booked in advance. Per day prices
cost from €45 ($60) per person and
include local walking guide, homestay
accommodation and meals. To book, visit
www.abrahampath.org.

IF YOU DON’T WANT TO HIKE
Overnight homestays in Yuvacalı
are available for visitors who want to
experience the fascinating culture of
southeast Anatolia but don’t fancy a trek.
Accommodation including dinner and
breakfast costs €30 ($40) per person. Visit
www.nomadtoursturkey.com to book.

THE BEST OF THE REST OF
SOUTHEAST ANATOLIA
Back in Yuvacalı, Pero rolled a long plastic tablecloth across the
floor and all the family pitched in to begin bringing dishes out of
the kitchen. Creamy lentil soup, bright salads of ruby tomatoes and
crispy lettuce, smoky sliced aubergines charred to melt-in-your-mouth
perfection, trays of thick, comforting home-cut chips, tiny bowls of
tarty cacık (Turkish yoghurt and cucumber salad) and an ominous
looking red ısot spread (the Urfa region’s famous hot pepper) all
appeared in front of me.
Hospitality has always been the thread that binds the cultures of
the Middle East together. To be a guest in this part of the world is to be
honoured with the best your host can provide, from the copious cycle
of cups of tea which punctuates the beginning and end of any visit, to
the feast of local produce laid out as a meal when visitors arrive; it is
part of a traditional system still very much alive today.
It’s a belief that has its roots in a nomadic past when hospitality
was an essential component of survival. It was with this very hospitality
that the journey of Abraham as told in the holy books of Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam was able to be accomplished. In the West
Abraham is remembered chiefly for the Old Testament story of his
willingness to sacrifice his son Isaac as a test of his loyalty to his god
(in Islam, the child in the story is Ishmael) and this earlier story of
generosity has faded from general knowledge.
Pero and Hilal don’t need any reminding. For them hospitality is
a natural part of their culture, as much a part of life as the seasonal
agricultural chores which define so much of rural life in this part of the
world. By incorporating village stays into the Abraham Path, visitors
have the opportunity to experience a culture where welcome truly
does mean welcome and hasn’t been reduced in meaning by overloaded tourism. To be a visitor here, although not as rare as it once
was, is still an exciting occasion. “This is an ancient path of kindness,”
William Ury said. Walking along this trail “is a way of reconnecting the
human family footstep by footstep and remembering our collective
past.”
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This page: Top left: Anlıurfa’s quiet back streets are home to
gorgeous remnants of Ottoman stone architecture. Top right:
Street-side snacking at a kebap (kebab) vendor in anlıurfa. Bottom:
In Turkey, it’s always time for tea. Round after round of Turkey’s
favourite drink is offered whenever visitors arrive. Opposite page:
View over the historic centre of anlıurfa from Damlacık hill.

• Gaziantep
Renowned for its pastry shops, you’ll
find piles of pistachio-encrusted
baklava (Turkey’s famed layered-pastry
sweet) everywhere in this city. Between
sampling sticky sugar-fixes, this is a city
made for poking about in the bazaar and
idly wandering the old town.
Do: Eat the best of baklava at Güllüoglu
pastry shop in Elmacı Pazarı. When
you can drag yourself away, the nearby
Zincirli Bedesten (bazaar) is the
city’s most fascinating place to shop.
Afterwards head to the new Gaziantep
Zeugma Mosaic Museum, home to a
stunning collection of beautiful Romanera mosaics.
• Mount Nemrut
From the car park it’s a short (600m)
steep trek upwards to the mountain top
(2150m) where the mammoth stone
heads of King Antiochus’ extraordinary
funeral mound lie scattered over the
summit.
Do: The best time to view the ruins is at
sunrise or sunset when the giant stone
heads glow in the soft, buttery light.
• Harran
Most visitors come to see the traditional
adobe beehive houses (a local
architectural style believed to have
been invented due to a lack of local

wood) but the town is also surrounded
by crumbling ruins, documenting this
place’s mind-boggling history.
Do: Harran is one of the oldest
continuously inhabited towns on the
planet. The most atmospheric ruins
are of the 8th-century Ulu Camii. The
best-preserved examples of the town’s
beehive houses are a short walk away.
Just to the east of these, the slumping
remnants of Harran’s castle are a
Fatimid construction though it’s thought
to be built upon earlier foundations that
date back to the Hittite period. Harran is
part of the Abraham Path route.
• Göbekli Tepe
Thought to be the world’s oldest place
of worship, this Neolithic archaeological
site is estimated to date back to
approximately 9000 BC. The massive
totem-style pillars that have been
unearthed here are decorated with
carvings of animals.
Do: Only 18 km from Sanlıurfa, the site
is easily visited on a half-day trip from
the city. It is also part of the Abraham
Path route.
• Hasankeyf
A vision of caramel-coloured old houses
clinging to a cliff above the gushing
Tigris River, Hasankeyf has a lostin-time appeal that can’t be beaten.
Unfortunately the entire village is
scheduled to disappear in a couple of
years due to the construction of the Ilisu
Dam. See it while you still can.
Do: The Byzantine castle and its network
of caves are a fascinating place to
poke about in while the broken arches
of Hasankeyf’s old bridge across the
Tigris make for one of the village’s most
picturesque scenes.

• Mardin
Mardin was made for meandering.
Its twisted labyrinth of old-town alleys
hide a wealth of churches, mosques
and madrassas (traditional schools
of Qur’anic education). Mardin’s
gorgeously restored stone architecture
has made it something of a southeast
Anatolian historic hotspot with plenty
of opportunities to bed down for the
night amid Ottoman finery in one of the
town’s boutique hotels.
Do: Brush up on your Mardin
history at Sakıp Sabancı Mardin City
Museum which provides an excellent
introduction to the culture of the
city, before checking out the Islamic
architecture of both Sultan İsa and
Kasımiye Medresesi.

GETTING THERE AND AWAY
Nearly all nationalities can buy a 90-day
Turkish tourist visa upon arrival in the
country. Visas cost between US$20-60
depending on nationality. For up-to-date
visa information check Turkey’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs website (www.mfa.gov.tr).
Turkish Airlines (www.turkishairlines.
com), Malaysia Airlines (www.
malaysiaairlines.com), Emirates (www.
emirates.com), Qatar Airways (www.
qatarairways.com), Etihad Airways (www.
etihad.com) and Singapore Airlines
(www.singaporeair.com) all fly frequently
from Asia’s cities to Istanbul.
There are several flights daily from
Istanbul to Sanlıurfa GAP Airport (22 km
from Yuvacalı) with Turkish Airlines
(www.turkishairlines.com) and Pegasus
Airlines (www.flypgs.com).
Sanlıurfa bus station has services from
all major towns and cities across Turkey.
Transfers to Yuvacalı from the airport or
the bus station can be arranged when
booking.

BEST TIME TO GO
Late February to June and late
September to early December are the
best times to plan a trip to southeast
Anatolia. High summer (July and August)
should be avoided due to soaring
temperatures which regularly top 35°C,
making sightseeing a chore. Likewise,
during the depths of winter (mid
December to mid February) travel plans
can be more difficult because of snow
and extreme cold.
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